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During antidumping investigation, the administrative agencies ask interested 
parties to submit sufficient information including confidential information, while 
interested parties prepare for their defense in the investigation based on information 
which disclosed by the administrative agencies. Consequently, WTO Antidumping 
Agreement has established a general rule on protecting confidential information and 
requires each member to set up regulations on protecting confidential information in 
their antidumping law. U.S. is a country which contains a perfect information 
protection system, while China is a main target country subjecting to U.S.’s 
antidumping investigations. So the research into its information protection system 
makes it have important academic value and realistic meaning. This thesis starts from 
introducing the concepts and characteristics of the information protection, then 
introduces its development and function and analyzes the conflict and balance of the 
interest existing in the information protection system. Moreover this thesis introduces 
the representative of the information protection system of U.S. antidumping law. 
Circling around the information protection system in U.S. antidumping law, this thesis 
makes a comprehensive and systematic analysis in the procedural and substantive 
provisions of the information protection system combining with some revelatory cases. 
Based on this research, the thesis concludes some distinctive characteristics of the 
involved rules in the information protection system of U.S. antidumping law, and puts 
forward some basic suggestions on potential countermeasures taken by the Chinese 
enterprises and government in the U.S. antidumping investigation procedures, as well 
as some improvements on Chinese antidumping law. 
Besides introduction and conclusion, there are four chapters in this thesis. 
In chapter , the thesis firstly discusses Ⅰ the concepts and characteristics of 
information protection, and then introduces the development and function of the 
information protection system. Moreover, this thesis analyzes the conflict and balance 
of the interest in the information protection system and introduces the representative 
of the information protection system of U.S. antidumping law. 














protection system of U.S. antidumping law, emphasizes the subject and object of the 
information protection, the rights and obligations of information protection, the 
exception of information protection and legal responsibilities. 
In chapter , the thesis discusses the procedural provisions in the information Ⅲ
protection system of U.S. antidumping law, introduces the procedural rules on 
submitting and requirement of the application for protecting information, identifying 
the confidential information, the usage and destruction of the confidential 
information. 
In chapter , the thesis concludes some distinctive characteristics on the Ⅳ
information protection system in U.S. antidumping law. Based on this, it also provides 
some suggestions on potential countermeasures and some reasonable improvements 
on Chinese antidumping law. 
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① 信息保密的规定主要体现在反倾销程序中，本文结合反倾销程序的特点介绍信息保密制度。 
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